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• Some elements of the infrastructure
are part of the organization’s normal
reporting structure, some are not.

• Some elements are permanent;
some are transient.

• Some elements are populated
primarily by staff or core people;
some by project people; some by
both.

• Some elements have full-time,
dedicated staff; some have
part-time, shared staff.
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Organizations that
limit their infrastructure to
these elements and roles

may find their process
improvement activities to
be somewhat constrained.

Each of these elements is
described in a generic sense,

leaving each organization
with considerable flexibility

in determining their
infrastructure.
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• Enlightening the senior management
sponsor

• Communicating sponsor goals and
objectives

• Managing project culture change and
commitment from “first contact”
through institutionalization

• Serving as a conduit for training and
consulting

• Tracking and reporting project
implementation

• Verifying project compliance (allied
with Quality Assurance)

• Preparing for and conducting
successful appraisals
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Typical functions
of the infrastructure:

At level 3, a primary goal of the infrastructure is to
promote deployment and institutionalization
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• Simple lines of communication and direction

• EPG facilitates the achievement of senior management’s
goals across the organization

• EPG controls all 5 major
organizational assets

• Set of standard processes

• Approved life-cycle models

• Guidelines for tailoring

• Process asset library

• Measurement repository

• EPG monitors and reports process
development and deployment progress
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• Alignment of improvement goals with business goals

• Ideas for performance improvement can come
from anywhere in the organization

• Project participation in
the organization-level
review of measurements

• High-level of competence
in analyzing performance
measurements

• High senior management interest in performance
improvement, not compliance or appraisals
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Each PIC is responsible for…

• Reviewing member project measurements
for process performance and product quality

• Establishing and maintaining Process Capability
Baselines for member project measurements

• Coordinating, reviewing, and approving
member project Action Plans

• Monitoring member project improvements
• Status of project Improvement actions
• Status of Performance Improvement Proposals (PIPs)

• Planning member project participation in appraisals

• Promoting commonality across the member projects

• Reporting overall progress to the EPISC
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• a.k.a. Process Action
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groups formed to
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process-related
problems and issues

• Typically facilitated by
EPG members
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Engineering Process GroupEngineering Process Group

• EPG manager reports to the Site Chief
Engineer

• All engineering disciplines are represented

• EPG members rotate from/to projects

• EPG Functions…
• Project Support

• Process Development and Maintenance

• Quantitative Management

• Infrastructure

• Training Development and Administration
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• All engineering disciplines are represented

• EPG members rotate from/to projects

• EPG Functions…
• Project Support

• Process Development and Maintenance

• Quantitative Management

• Infrastructure

• Training Development and Administration

The charter of the EPG is to serve the performance
improvement needs of the organization, not to dictate

the improvement actions of the projects.
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Benefits of this InfrastructureBenefits of this Infrastructure
• Project managers and practitioners

participate at all levels of decision making

• The EPG serves the organization
• It does not direct the process improvement

initiative

• The infrastructure elements are
highly dynamic
• Multiple instances can be created for several

elements

• Elements can be created and terminated as
needed

• Infrastructure incorporates multiple points
of view
• PICs represent the projects POV

• PIMBs represent the disciplines POV

• Multidiscipline EPG
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